Fireplace Buyers
Guide Checklist
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Location (check one)
 Indoors – gas, wood or electric fireplaces
 Outdoors – gas or wood fireplaces

Fuel and Technologies (check one)
 Gas fireplace – If you desire the convenience of lighting fires with a remote control or wall
switch, a Heatilator gas fireplace is the perfect choice. There’s also no ash to clean up and
maintenance is minimal. Fueled by natural gas or liquid propane, Direct Vent gas fireplaces are
the most popular hearth system today. They maintain indoor air quality with sealed combustion
systems that draw air from the outdoors, and exhaust 100 percent of all combustion byproducts
outside the home. Some models are AFUE-rated (annual fuel utilization efficiency), which means
they are tested to the same standards as furnaces. Technologies like IntelliFire™ significantly
boost efficiencies.
 Wood fireplace – A Heatilator wood fireplace is for you if the ambiance and aroma of burning
wood is important and you enjoy the interaction of building fires. Installation options will vary by
placement in the home, type of chimney, whether or not a chase is needed, and the surround
materials chosen. The Heatilator Constitution is even EPA-certified up to 76 percent efficient, and
because the wood burns so completely, minimal pollutants are expelled into the outside air and
ash cleanup is easier.
 Electric fireplace – This is a vent-free option that’s safe, inexpensive and easy to install since
no venting is required. Heatilator electric fireplaces are efficient performers and can go practically
anywhere in your home.
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Style (check one)
 Modern – If you like modern design, consider a Heatilator contemporary fireplace. Available in
many sleek, minimalistic designs, they have an artistic allure with unique shapes, materials and
media.
 Traditional – With realistic logs, flames and embers, Heatilator traditional gas fireplaces replicate
the romance and allure of the wood-burning experience. They are available in many shapes and
sizes.
 Fireplace inserts – If your home has a masonry-built, inefficient wood fireplace, you can
transform it into a highly efficient, beautiful heat producer with a Heatilator gas fireplace insert.
As the name suggests, it fits directly into an existing wood fireplace, greatly enhancing its
performance and beauty.

Note: For safe and reliable fireplace installation, we recommend working through your local
Heatilator dealer and hiring a professional installer certified by the National Fireplace Institute®.
They will also obtain necessary permits and arrange required inspections.
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